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QUESTION 1

What are two reasons why a message would appear in the Info panel that states that After Effects is temporarily
disabling Render Multiple Frames Simultaneously? (Choose two.) 

A. The project settings are set to 32bpc. 

B. The composition contains a live Photoshop 3D layer . 

C. The Color Management option is set to On in the project settings. 

D. The project is set to use OpenGL for rendering of previews or final output. 

E. The composition is not using one of After Effects\\' built -in comp size presets. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

You have footage in a composition that zooms up, and you wish to match the zoom on a Text Layer by using the After
Effects Motion Tracking feature. In the Tracker panel, which Track Type opti on lets you use the Scale option to match
the zoom? 

A. Raw 

B. Transform 

C. Parallel Corner pin 

D. Perspective Corner pin 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

In the Paint panel, what does the Flow attribute affect? 

A. the maximum amount of paint applied 

B. how quickly paint is applied or removed 

C. the ratio between the short and long axes of a brush 

D. how pixels in the underlying image are blended with the pixels painted 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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What should you do to determine the current 3D orientation/location of your camera in the Composition window, while
viewing through the Active Camera? 

A. select Top from the 3D view popup menu 

B. activate the View Axis Mode at the top of the application window next to the toolbar 

C. activate the World Axis Mode at the top of the application window next to the toolbar 

D. show a set of persistent 3D Reference Axes in the Composition window, from the Grid and Guides Options button 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When working in an After Effects Composition panel, you need to lock the current composition viewer, split the current
frame, and create a new composition viewer in the frame. Which action performs this function in the Composition
panel? 

A. choose Maximize Frame from the Composition panel menu 

B. press Ctrl+Alt+Shift+N (Windows) or Command+Option+Shift+N (Mac OS) o n the keyboard 

C. lock the Composition panel and choose Maximize Frame from the Composition panel menu 

D. Ctrl (Windows) or Command (Mac OS) drag the gripper area in the upper-left corner of the Composition panel into
the center of the work area 

E. Ctrl (Windows) or Command (Mac OS) drag the group gripper in the upper-right corner of the Composition panel into
the center of the work area 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You wish to animate a path to create a write -on effect. Which path operator should you choose from the Add pulldown
menu next to the shape layer in the timeline? 

A. Twist 

B. Trim Paths 

C. Offset Paths 

D. Merge Paths 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

What is the purpose of the Random Seed option under the Advanced section of a type Range Selector\\'s properties? 

A. to determine the speed of change between the Ease High and Ease Low values of the Range Selector 

B. to randomize the order in which the animated property is applied to the characters specified by the Range Selector 

C. to calculate the order in which specific characters within that Range Selector are affected by the text animator you
apply 

D. to determine the amount of time the animation takes to transition from one character to another, when using the
Square shape setting 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two features and data are preserved (passed through) when exporting a composition to XFL format, for import to
Adobe Flash CS4? (Choose two.) 

A. PNG files 

B. 3D layers 

C. Layer Styles 

D. Shape Layers 

E. FLV video clips 

Correct Answer: AE  

 

QUESTION 9

A layer has an expression that creates random movement. To quickly test the results of the expression over just a few
frames, what should you do? 

A. press space bar 

B. press 0 on the number pad 

C. press period on the number pad 

D. press SHIFT + 0 on the number pad 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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When importing footage into a project, After Effects creates new versions of the files to increase overall performance for
previews. Which option in the After Effects Preferences dialog lets you control the versions of the files that After Effects
creates to control previews? 

A. Enable Disk Cache 

B. Segment Movie Files At 

C. Adaptive Resolution Limit 

D. Conformed Media Cache 

E. Output During > Previews 

F. Render Multiple Frames Simultaneously 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Where can you find the frame rate and frame size information embedded in Extensible Metadata Platform (MXF) files? 

A. go to Window > Metadata, look under Files and twirl down Basic 

B. go to Window > Metadata, look under Files and twirl down EXIF Schema 

C. go to Window > Metadata, look under Project and twirl down Dubl in Core 

D. go to Window > Metadata, look under Files and twirl down Dynamic Media 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

You are working with a 3D composition containing multiple layers, each containing effects. The layers must also accept
and render lights and shadows. You need to preview the effects, lights, and shadows with all of the 3D layers and also
maximize memory usage in A fter Effects. Which After Effects feature in this scenario lets you view the maximum quality
preview and optimize memory usage? 

A. Timeline Work Area 

B. Layer Quality switch 

C. Timeline panel Draft 3D switch 

D. Timeline panel Live Update switch 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13
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You wish to create a text animation that will have the letters change color while letting the words animate position,
rotation, and scale. Which option in the Timeline panel will let you create the text animation? 

A. Advanced > Based On 

B. Add > Selector > Range 

C. Add > Selector > Wiggly 

D. Add > Property > Character Offset 

E. Add > Property > Per Character 3D 

F. Add > Property > All Transform Properties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which option in the Paint panel lets you control how quickly paint will be applied when painting with a brush? 

A. Flow 

B. Mode 

C. Opacity 

D. Duration 

E. Channels 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Click the Exhibit button. 
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You create a Shape Layer, add a new path and draw an open-ended line with the Pen tool. You add a stroke, set its
width to 40 pixels, and set its Line Cap option to Projecting Cap. What is the resulting effect to the ends of the stroke? 

A. The stroke ends fade out to 0% opacity over 20 pixels on each end. 

B. The stroke ends are rounded off with a 40 pixel diameter semicircle on each end. 

C. The stroke ends are squared off at the exa ct points defining the start and finish of the path. 

D. The stroke ends are squared off with an additional 20 pixels beyond the points defining the start and finish of the
path. 

Correct Answer: D 
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